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ABSTRACT 

A set of stations are connected via a common transmission 
medium, a serially reusable time division multiplexed digital link 
called a bus. Bits are transmitted in envelopes, with each envelope 
requiring one time slot; one or more time slots comprise a frame . 
The tr~nsmission medium is used for two purposes, to determine 
which station will gain control of the bus, and to broadcast 
information from one station to all other stations. The largest total 
workload, distributed among an arbitrary number of stations, such 
that the mean message transmission delay is finite, is calculated for 
three different distributed access methods, token passing or polling, 
carrier sense multiple access with collision detection, and decision 
tree arbitration. 

1. Introduction 

This work was motivated by so called local area networks: 
communication networks that encompass a geographic area of five 
kilo meters or less and that employ serial digital time division 
multiplexed transmission at rates of five hundred thousand to one 
hundred million bits per second. The type of system dealt with 
here is called a bus: all stations are connected to a common 
transmission medium (e.g., a coaxial cable), with any transmission 
detected by all stations. 

The traffic handling characteristics of such a system are influenced 
by the transmission medium, the workload (messages generated by 
each station) and the arbitration of access to the communications 
medium. The bus or medium is used both for data transmission 
and for controlling which station gains access to the medium; 
hence, mean message delay depends both on the workload (the 
total message load and how it is partitioned among the stations) and 
the medium access method. This is the only means for stations to 
communicate: there is no separate signalling or maintenance 
channel. 

Here we focus solely on one aspect of the sensitivity of mean 
messge delay to the workload (both the number of stations and the 
distribution of workload among the stations) for three access 
methods currently of interest. Since in practice the number of 
stations and the workload is not well known, compared with voice 
telephony, it is desirable for the performance of a system to be 
insensitive to these parameters. 

There are a number of other factors besides this that we choose to 
ignore here that will influence the choice of one design versus 
another (e.g., Clark et ai, 1978; Kryskow, Miller, 1981; IEEE 
Computer Society Project 802 Local Area Network Standard, Draft 
C, 1982; Tannenbaum, 1981). 

2. Traffic· Model 

The mathematical model studied here consists of three entities: the 
bus, the workload, and the access method. 

2.1 Bus or Broadcast Medium Model 

S stations are connected to a common digital transmission medium 
called a bus. Time is measured in units of slots. Each station 
transmits only at the start of a slot. Each station can detect at the 
end of a slot whether there was no transmission during that slot 
(the bus is idle), whether there was one successful transmission 
during that slot, or whether two or more stations attempted to 
transmit during that slot(this case is called a collision). All 
information involved in a collision is presumed lost or garbled. 

Although the stations are geographically separated, propagation 
delays of signals between stations are assumed negligible. The bus 
can be in one of three states (idle, successful transmission, or 
collision), and this state information can be employed by all 
stations to decide which station transmits in the next time slot. 

2.2 Workload Model 

The interarrival times of messages at each station are assumed to 
be mutually independent identically distributed exponential random 
variables. The total arrival rate of messages is denoted by A/ala! 

where 
S-l 

A/ala! = ~ AK 
K-O 

For simplicity of exposition, all messages require one time slot of 
transmission time. 

2.3 Bus Access Methods 

At the end of time slot K( K= 1,2, ... ) a ready station (a station 
with a message to send), with an index J, (J=O, ... ,S-I) will attempt 
to transmit in the next time slot with probability PJ , and otherwise 
will not; this process will be repeated at the end of the next time 
slot. The probability of attempting to transmit PJ can be a function 
of the station index(J), the number of stations (S), the time slot 
index (K), and any historical state information (status of the 
station or the bus or both) . Three examples of such policies are 

2.3.1 Token Bus Access (Kuehn, 1979) Control is passed from 
station to station; at anyone time, only one station (the holder of 
the token) is allowed to transmit. Here PJ=l if K ~Jmod(S) and 
PJ=O otherwise. The sequence of time slots is divided into frames 
of fixed length. Each of S stations can transmit once per frame. 

2.3.2 Carrier Sense MUltiple Access Collision Detection Bus Access 
(Boggs, Metcalfe, 1976) All ready stations compute PJ to determine 
whether or not to attempt to transmit in the next time slot. For the 
first transmission attempt of a ready station, PJ =l. If the station is 
not successful, it will retry in the next slot with probability PJ=P 
which is independent of J until it successfully transmits a message. 
Here the state information kept by each ready station is the number 
of previous attempts by that station to transmit a message. 
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2.3.3 Decision Tree Bus Access (Hayes, 1976, 1981; Capetenakis, 
1979a,b) The sequence of time slots are divided into frames with a 
variable number of time slots per frame. All stations store state 
information in two distinct counters, one for frame synchronization 
and one for transmission control. At the start of a frame, all ready 
stations attempt to transmit, i.e., set PJ=I" and every frame 
synchronization counter (both for those stations ready at the start 
of the frame and for those not ready) is set to one. The frame 
synchronization counter is incremented by one whenever a collision 
time slot is detected, and is decremented by one whenever a 
successful message transmission or idle time slot occurs; when the 
frame synchronization counter strikes zero, the frame ends, and the 
process begins anew. Every station that becomes ready during a 
frame sets PJ=O if the frame synchronization counter is greater 
than zero, and defers transmission attempts until the frame 
synchronization counter strikes zero. If a collision occurs, all 
stations (indexed by J) involved in that collision compute PJ' With 
probability one half PJ =1 and the station involved in the collision 
will attempt to transmit in the next time slot; with probability one 
half PJ=O and the station involved in the collision will defer its 
transmission attempt and set the transmission control counter to 
one. The transmission control counter is incremented by one 
whenever a collision occurs, and decremented by one whenever an 
idle time slot or successful message transmission occurs. When the 
transmission control counter strikes zero for a given station (say J), 
that station sets PJ =l and attempts to transmit in the next time 
slot, and the process repeats itself. During a frame, at the start of 
any time slot other than the first time slot in a frame, there are 
four states a station can be in 

[1] Attempting to transmit 

[2] Already successful in transmitting its message if it had one at 
the start of the frame 

[3] Deferring transmission attempts due to a collision earlier in 
the frame 

[4] Deferring transmission attempts because it was not ready at 
the start of the frame 

3. Problem Statement 

The mean delay per message is denoted by the ergodic or 
equilibrium limiting value E(Tdelay)' and includes both waiting and 
transmission time. Our program is to study the sensitivity of mean 
messge delay for a fixed total mean message arrival rate to the 
number of stations and the partitioning of workload of messages 
among the stations. A particular access method is said to be 
insensitive if there exists a nonzero range of total message arrival 
rate AtDlal such that the mean message delay, for a given access 
method, is upper bounded by a function, denoted by Faccess method (.), 
that depends only on AtDlal and not on the number of stations or the 
partitioning of workload among stations. We call this largest value 
of total message arrival the capacity: 

E [Tdelay ] <F access method (AtDla/) <00 AtDlal < A capacity ,access method 

Conversely, if the total mean message arrival rate exceeds this 
capacity, the mean message delay becomes infinite: 

E [T delay] =00 AtDlal ~ A capacity ,access method 

If Acopacity ,access method=O then such an access method is said to be 
sensitive. 

For a particular access method, we fix the total number of stations 
.S· and the total message workload AtDlal' We vary the message 
workload among all the stations, and determine an upper bound on 
mean message delay. We repeat this process for all possible choices 
or S, and attempt to find the largest total mean arrival rate, denoted 
oy A rapacity • such that this upper bound on mean delay is finite : 

2 

S- I 
AtDlal = fixed = ~ AK S= 1,2,3 ... 

K - O 

Faccess method (A) = sup sup E [Tdelay IAo, . .. ,AS-I;S] 
s - I ... XI)- '" ,XS- I 

Acopacity,access method : f'toFaccess method (A) < 00 

Provided that 0< AtDlal < ACapaCity ,access method the mean message delay 
is finite, uniformly for all S and workload partitions. If 
Acapacity ,access method=O there is no such bound on mean message 
delay. 

4. Results 

Our three results are as follows: 

Acapacity,token bus access = 0 

Acopacity,CSMA/CD bus access = 0 

loge (2) 
A capacity ,decision tree access = --2-- = 0.347 .. 

Calculating the maximum ACapacity,realizable access method of a model for 
all realizable distributed access methods is currently an area of 
active research (cf Mikhailov, Tsybakov, 1981). 

5. An Example 

We adopt the bus and workload model assumptions of the previous 
sections. but hypothesize the existence of a distributed access 
algorithm that behaves as follows (in fact, no such realizable 
algorithm such as described here is known): 

• Provided at least one station is ready to transmit, the probability 
of a successful message transmission in the next time slot is 
independent of the number of stations ready to transmit, 
denoted by R>O: 

PROB [transmit successfully IR >0] = (J' independent of R >0 

• Each ready station is equally likely to succeed in transmitting its 
message in a given time slot. 

We denote by N(t) the number of messages in the system at time 
t. E (Tdelay) denotes the mean message delay (waiting plus 
transmission). The statistics of N (t) are independent of the 
number of stations S and the workload partition among the stations: 
when there is at least one message in the system, the time intervals 
(measured in time slots) between successive message transmissions 
are independent identically distributed random variables drawn 
from a geometric distribution characterized by (J'. From the 
assumptions made here we see 

Using standard MjG/l busy period analysis techniques, we can 
calculate the mean number of messages in the system, and hence 
the mean message delay is given by 

1 AtDlal [2 - (J'] 

Fexample (AtDlal) = Ih + --;; + [ A 1 
2(J'21-~ 

(J' 

E[Tdelay] = Fexample(AtDlal) AtDlal<(J' 

E [T delay] = 00 AtDlal ~ (J' 

For this example. we see that 

Acopacity ,example = (J' 

If AtDlal < AcapaciJy ,example the mean message delay is finite; conversely. 
if the total mean message arrival rate exceeds this threshold, the 
mean message delay is infinite. This is independent of the number 
of stations and the partitioning of message traffic among the 
stations, and depends only on AtDlal' 

Not all distributed access algorithms enjoy this property! 
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6. Analysis 

In this section we sketch derivations of the main results. Elsewhere 
we will develop rigorous and complete proofs (related work is 
found in Arthurs. Stuck. 1981) . 

We will find it useful to first fix notation. At the end of each time 
slot. we denote by JK .K=O ... .. S-1 the total number of messages 
queued and waiting to be transmitted at station K. We will also 
find it useful to deal with the number of messages in the system at 
an arbitrary time. say t, denoted by N (t). This is a 
semiregenerative stochastic process (e.g .• Cinlar. 1975; Feller. 
1971) . given the assumptions concerning arrival and transmission 
time statistics plus the access method. The number of queues with 
at least one message ready to send. denoted by R. is given by 

S - l 
R = ~ [1 - OO,lK] o/J = 1 /=J; 0 otherwise 

K - O 

6.1 Token Bus Access 

For token bus access . with S stations and a total mean arrival rate 
of Atalaf. we partition the message traffic such that it all arrives from 
one station. with all other stations having zero message arrival rate. 
Standard MjGj1 queueing analysis allows us to show 

Atala/S2 
E[Tdelay ] = Y2S+1+ 2( ) Atalal<l/S 

1 - Atala/S 

E[Tdelay ] = 00 Atala/~l/S 

For a fixed Atala/>O. as S-oo the mean delay will exceed any finite 
threshold. From this , we conclude that A capacity ,token passing =0. Each 
station only gets (ljS) of the total transmission capacity, so as 
S-oo the mean message delay must exceed any threshold for any 
positive mean message arrival rate. 

6.2 Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Detection 

At the end of each time slot, the number of messages waiting to be 
transmitted by station K is denoted by JK .K=O , .. .. S - l. We imbed 

a Markov chain at the completion of each time slot with 2S 
components, JK=O,1,2, ... and PK=O,l for K=O ... . ,S-l. If h=O 
then pK=O for K=O, ... ,S-l. If JK >0 and the message at the head 
of the queue has not been previously transmitted then pK=O; 

otherwise PK=l. 

A necessary condition for the Markov chain to be strongly 
recurrent. i.e., limE [N (t) <00, is that the mean drift in at least 

t--.oo 
one component. say I, be negative when the system is in the 
interior domain of the state space, i.e. , JK>O,K=O ... .. S-l. 

We will first partition the message workload evenly among all the 
stations, so that AK=AtaladS. The mean drift for component I is 
given by 

A 
mean drift for component / ~ t;a/ - (1 - p)S- 1 p[=1 

A 
mean drift for component / ~ t;al - P(l - p)S- 1 p[=O 

As S - oo for the mean drift to be negative we must demand 
P-+O(in fact , we must demand P-O(1/S) ,S-+oo). 

Now we partition the workload such that all the messages are in 
fact generated by only two stations, say one and two . with 
Al=A2=Atala//2. When there is a collision between transmissions 
from stations one and two (an event that will happen infinitely 
often with probability one) the mean time interval to the next 
successful transmission is 1/2P(1-P) and hence as P-+O as S-+oo 
there will be many idle time slots and a small number of collisions 
between successful message transmissions. As S-+oo the mean 
message delay will exceed any threshold, and Acapacity,CSMA/CD=O . 

6.3 Decision Tree 

Each frame consists of successful message transmissions, idle time 
slots, and collision time slots; the random variable Tfr denotes 
the total duration of a frame. During each frame W;here is a 
stochastic interleaving of time slots for control (idle ~nd collision 
time slots) and for successful message transmission. This makes 
the stochastic analysis of such an access method quite complicated, 
much more so than the other two access methods. 

Instead of a direct attack, we will try and upper bound the mean 
mess~ge delay. At t.he start of a frame there are R ready stations; 
we wIll put all the time slots required for controlling access at the 
start of the frame and all the successful message transmissions at 
the end of the .frame. We denote by the random variable Tcontrol 
the number of time slots during a frame used for control. It can be 
shown (Massey, 1980, p.18. (3.14),(3.18» that 

E[TcontrolIR=K>O] < (a-I) K a = 2.885 

and (Massey, 1980, p.23, (3 .35, 3.36» that 

var[TcontrolIR=K>O] < {3 K (3 = 3.404 

We need constraints on both the mean and variance of the control 
time because mean message delay depends upon the first two 
mo~ents of message transmission time. In the example presented 
earher. whose ~ean delay was analyzed using standard MjGjl 
queuemg techmques, the intercompletion times were independent 
identically distributed random variables; here. the decision tree 
behaves like the example. in the sense that the overhead control 
time can be upper bounded by a function with a mean and variance 
that grows linearly with the number of stations ready at the start of 
the frame. 

If we allow S=oo, i.e .• we exhaustively empty each queue during 
each frame of all messages present at the start of the frame then 
this will only make message delay worse than any finite choic; of S. 

We now focus on the mean area under the curve generated by the 
sample paths of the N (t) process during a frame of duration Tfi . 
By definition. we see rame 

T j'rtuM 

E[ I N(t)dt] 
o 

E [Tframe ] 

Using all these assumptions. we can compute an upper bound on 
the mean number in system, and hence an upper bound on the 
total mean message delay: 

E [Tdelay ] < Fdecision tree (Atalal ) Atala/ < 1/ a 

F _ I Atala/(a
2 + (3) 

decision tree (Atalal) - ~ + a + 2[1 - Atalal a ] 

+ Atala/(a-l) + At~af(a-l)(a2 + (3) 

2(1 + Atala/a) 2(1 - At~ala2) Atala/<1/a 

E [T delay] = 00 Atala/ ~ 1/ a 

Using these we see that Acapacily ,decision tree access =1/ a so if A < ACapacilY 
the upper bound on mean delay is finite . 
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Q.l (W.M. Kiesel) 

A.l 

Considering your results or for example, the result~ about the 
behavio"ur of other multi-access protocols,. do you agree with 
me, that these results have to be taken into account in the 
Standardization process of LAN-Multi-Access~Protocols 
within IEEE or ECMA? 

(E. Arthurs & B. W.· Stuck) 

There is an official standards process, eg. governed by grollPs 
associated with . IEEE, ECMA, ANSI ', ISO, arid Proway. There is 
an unofficial standards process: the commercial market plac~ 
which will standard~ze on a Local Area Network. The result~ 
presented here may have ·no impact on either standards making 
process. I would hope, as you do, the technical evidence in 
favor of a decision tree access method wou~d have ' .some influence 
in both standards marking arenas. 

Q.2 . (R. Pandya) 

Yqur results are based on Mean Delays. However, for voice and 
video communications the v~riance of delay becomes a 
significant parameter. Would your ~esults hold if a 
cqnstrain.t was imposed on the Variance ·of Delay. 

A.2 (a. Arthurs & B.W. · Stuck) 

The key assumptio~ here is the variance of the transmission 
time is finite. Granted that assumption, the results hold for 
voice, for ·video, 'for data, taken one at a time or in combination. 
A different way to understand ' this is as follows: for a ' 
central server fed by a f~nite ; s~t of so·urces ., well ' known 
asymptotic techniques lead to the infinite source M/G/l 
PQlachek-Kluistchine delay ' analy~is ,. This note is an attempt 
at ' the same type of analY$is for a ~istributed access methpd. 
The M/G/lmean delay depends not only on the · 1st moment but 
also the 2nd moment of the service time distribution; here 
we : find we need a similar "type of assumption. 

' . 


